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Character crew

The good

Kernel: This unfortunate child has no friends for one reason: everyone thinks he is a freak because he sees light. But he will learn when he puts those lights that only he can see together, he can create a passage way to the world of the demons.

Beranabus: This man has been fighting the evil demons for quite some time. He discovered long ago of the magic pieces that could destroy the demon world; or ours, in the wrong hands, that is.

The nasty

Lord loss: Being one of the most powerful demons in history, lord loss has the conning of 2000 computers, and is especially good at chess. Beware of this demon, for he will trick you.

Art/Artery: Once Kernel first entered the demon world, Artery was turned into a baby, named Art, by Kernel's want for a friend. Kernel then brainwashed himself into thinking that Art was his brother. Art was stolen back by a demon, and now Kernel's quest to find him in the demon world begins.
Character Crew pt.2

The good pt.2
Sharmila, Raz, and Nadia: These three all have experience with demons by fighting along with Beranubus. They are part of a special group, called the disciples. Beranubus started this force to prevent demon activity on Earth. They must all have special powers to combat the demons, for instance, Sharmila and Raz can shoot balls of energy, and Nadia can see the future (which is very rare).

The nasty pt.2
Cadaver: An evil demon who works for Lord Loss. Somehow, a portal opened our world and he was able to escape to follow Lord Loss's order to get Artery back.
Setting

The setting of the story “Demon Thief” is our world: small village called Pakinston.

Other settings include the many realms in the world of the demons.
Point of view

The person who tells the story is the main character: Kernel. When the main character tells the story, it is called first person.
Theme

The theme of the story is scary, because most of this book is based on evil demon activity. Remember this, sometimes this book can become very disturbing to some readers, so make sure you are able to read this book before you do.
Summary of Demon thief

Kernel is average, but he has no friends because the only thing he has wrong about him is that he sees lights no one else can see. But once he puts those lights together, he can pass into an irregular world; the demon world. These demons think that a human would be a good mid-night snack. Now, he meets Beranubus and the disciples, and he must team up with them to get Kernel’s little brother, Art, back from the evil demons that stole them.
Demon’s review

If you enjoy spine tingling, then this book is for you. I loved every little word that was in the book, “Demon Thief” by Darren Shan, because it is intense, and it is suspenseful.
Darren Shan

Darren Shan is the author of the book *Cirque Du Freak* series. He has created the most scary books of all time in my opinion. He was born in 1972 and lives in Ireland. He started out writing adult books, but now he creates children series.